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It is shown that if the real part of the elastic scattering amplitude is smaller than the 
imaginary part in the diffraction peak region, then the unitarity condition imposes an upper 
limit on the elastic scattering cross section (inequality (20)). 

1. It has been shown by several authors that the 
unitarity condition (I az\ ::s 1) together with the con
ditions that the scattering amplitude be analytic in 
the momentum transfer and that the energy growth 
be moderate (I A\ < csN) impose limitations on the 
behavior of the amplitude at high energies. In par
ticular, Froissart et al.[t-2] obtained, assuming 
analyticity of the amplitude in the Mandelstam el
lipse, the following estimate: 

\A I< consl s ln2 s, 

I A\ < con!il f}-'/, s ln'l•s. 
(1) 

Kinoshita and Martin[3], using analyticity in a 
somewhat larger region of the momentum transfer, 
obtained the estimate 

\A I < consl tt-2 ln'1•s. (2) 

Since the condition for moderate growth of the en
ergy contains the constants c and N, concerning 
the magnitude of which we can say nothing, the es
timates obtained include an undetermined constant. 

In this paper we obtain a limitation on the elas
tic scattering amplitude in the region of the diffrac
tion peak; this limitation does not contain unknown 
constants. We make use here of the condition that 
in the diffraction-peak region the real part of the 
amplitude is smaller than the imaginary part: 

IReAJ:::;:;; ImA. (3) 

The limitation obtained contains no unknown 
constants and is more stringent in the sense of 
the energy dependence than the estimate of Kino
shita (it does not have a logarithmic factor), but it 
is more trivial, since the employed condition (3) 
has a phenomenological character, and is not de
rived, at least at the given stage, from more gen
eral requirements. 

In justification of this condition, which in gen
eral has always been assumed as natural, we can 

state that the imaginary part of the amplitude is 
singled out by the unitarity condition for elastic 
scattering, and also that this inequality has been 
experimentally confirmed. [4 1 

2. Since the cross section decreases with in
creasing angle in the region of the peak, the cross 
section for the scattering through a given angle J 0 

is smaller than the average value in the angle in
terval from 0 to J 0 

de; [ r ( de; \ 'j, l2 
-cz;;-('ito)< .l do) w(z)dzj (4) 

zo 

where z =cos J, z0 = cosJ 0, and w is a positive 
wave function, normalized by the condition 

1 

~wdz=1. (5) 

•• 
We choose it in such a way that the right side in (4) 
is a minimum. On the other hand, by virtue of ( 3) 
we have 

( de; )'I• 2 2 2fZ --- = ---=-lA I= -=-(Re2 A + Im2 A)'I•:::;:;; --=-lmA, 
do ' }'s -ys l's (6) 

so that 

d 8 [ 1 2 
d: < s ~ w lm A dz J (7) 

•• 
We substitute in (7) the expansion of the imagi

nary part of the amplitude in partial waves, and 
also multiply and divide the corresponding terms 
by a factor [ (l + 1 / 2) 2 + A 2] 112, where A is a param
eter, for the time being arbitrary, which we shall 
choose later from the condition of the optimality of 
the limitation 

d 2 co 1 

de; <-2 { ~ (2l+1)Imaz~ wP1(z)dz 
0 q. 1=0 •• 

(8) 
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We use further the Cauchy inequality 
[(xy)2 :=:; x2y2] and replaced hn az by unity 

dcr 2 00 1 
do< q82 l'~O (l' + 112)2 + f..2 

00 1 2 

X ~[(l+1/2)2+A.2](2l+1)2[~ wP1dz1 (9) 
l=O Zo 

The first sum in (9) can be calculated in explicit 
form 

.;[(l+112)2+A.2]-1= nthA. <_2_ (10)* 
..:...J . 2A. 2A. . 
l=O 

We transform the second sum in (9) by representing 
w in the form 

(' v(cp)dcp 
w = Jtr (2(z- cos cp)]'i• · 

( 11) 

Then we have for the average value of the Legendre 
polynomial 

t "• 1 P1(z) dz 
~ wP1dz= ~ v(cp)dcp ~ [2(z-coscp)]'i• 
Zo COS QJ 

1 'tro 

= Z+ 1l 2 ~ v(cp)sin(Z+ 112)cpdcp. ( 12) 

Substituting this expression in (9), we obtain 

dcr 2 noo 'tro 2 

do <-2 y4~[(l+ 1h)2+A.2][ ~ v(cp)sin(l+112)cpdcp] 
qs /, l=O 0 

'tro 2 

+A.2[ ~ v(cp)sin(l+ 1l2)cpdcp] }. 
0 

( 13) 

We evaluate the first integral by parts, putting 
v(cp0) = v(O) = 0 (this is necessary for the sum over 
l to converge), and use the completeness property 
of the systems of functions cos ( z + 1f2)cp and 
sin (l + 1/2)cp: 

L cos ( l + 1 I 2) cp cos ( l + 1 I 2) cp' 
l=O 

00 

n 
= ~sin(Z+ 112)rpsin(l+ 112)cp'= 2 o(rp-cp'). (14) 

1=0 

We then obtain 

dcr 2n2 tr, 
_ < _ ~ [v'2 + t,2v2] drp. 
do q.2A. o 

( 15) 

The condition (5) for the normalization of w is ex-
pressed in terms of v in the form 

1 'Cio 

~ wdz = 2 ~ v(cp)sinfdcp = 1. (16) 
Zo 0 

*th =tanh. 

(It is obtained from (12) with l = 0.) 
We have thus arrived at a standard isoperimet

ric problem: find the minimum of the functional 
(15) under boundary conditions v(cp0) = v(O) = 0 and 
the additional condition ( 16). Solving it by standard 
means, [51 we find that the minimum is realized by 
the function 

v(cp) = c [sin~- sh A.cp sin ~0 / sh 'Alto], (17)* 

c = (A.2 + 114) [ p.2 + 114) (\to- sin \to) 

+ 1 I 2 sin lto- 2'A cth A. \to sin2 ~o r1 

and is equal to 
n2(A.2 + 1/4) 
---=--C. 

q.2A. 

(18) 

In the case of small angles, which are of princi
pal interest to us, we obtain, discarding higher 
terms in J~ 

dcr 2n2 y3 

do< q.2lto4 (113'\'2 + 1-v cth vl (19) 

(y stands for A.J0). The parameter y is arbitrary, 
and we choose its value from the condition that the 
second factor in (19) be a minimum. This minimum 
is attained for y = 3. 7 and equal to 27.25. 

As a result we have 

dcr q.2 

-d <538-2-. 
0 t (20) 

The obtained upper bound has the same angular 
dependence as the lower bound derived in the paper 
of Kinoshita and Martin (.J-2), this being connected 
with the analogous mechanism for the occurrence 
of the upper bound, namely: high partial waves, 
starting with l ,..., 1 I J, oscillate and suppress each 
other, while the first const. J -l of the partial 
waves make a contribution,..., J. 

The author is grateful to V. N. Gribov for re
marks. 

*sh =sinh; cth = coth. 
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